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Chapter 33: The Provocative Benjamin Hill_1 

Ray Walters ate one, then he divided the remaining nineteen into two parts. 

One part was sold to those who sought his help; the other part was used as 
gifts for the big shots in River City. 

These pills might not be worth much, but the name of the Taylor family was 
valuable. 

For an old fox like Ray Walters, he had a thousand ways to deal with these 
pills. 

At night, Ray Walters, as usual, enjoyed the nightlife. 

That night, Ray Walters was in an exceptionally good mood. 

Afterward, Ray Walters lay on the bed and couldn't help but touch his chin 
while thinking: "Could it be because of that pill?" 

The next morning, as soon as Ray Walters woke up, many people gathered at 
his house. 

Among them were businessmen from River City, as well as upper-class 
figures. 

Their common feature was that they all took the Soul Nourishment Pill. 

Upon seeing Ray Walters, everyone hurried to their feet. 

"Ray, do you have any more of those pills from yesterday? I'll pay one 
hundred and sixty thousand dollars for one!" 

"Ray Walters, my friends in Chuzzle also want those pills, if you can get me a 
few more, the project in the west of the city is yours." 

"Ray, you must keep one of the pills for me..." 

Seeing this scene, Ray Walters was dumbfounded and excited beyond 
imagination! 

"Okay, okay, everyone relax, there will be enough pills!" Ray Walters was 
extremely excited. He never expected that the pills Ethan Smith gave him 
would have such miraculous effects! 

That day, Ray Walters excitedly hurried to Ethan Smith's house. 



"Mr. Smith, do you still have those Soul Nourishment Pills from yesterday? I 
want as many as you have!" Ray Walters said eagerly. 

Ethan Smith silently nodded upon seeing Ray Walters's reaction. 

Obviously, the Soul Nourishment Pills were even more popular than he had 
imagined. 

"Come pick them up in a few days. However, the price may have to go up; 
one hundred and sixty thousand dollars per pill." Ethan Smith said solemnly. 

Ray Walters couldn't help but twitch the corners of his mouth. 

Although the price was a bit high, it was still acceptable. 

As a result, Ray Walters immediately agreed to it. 

"By the way, do you have any channels to get some good herbs?" Ethan 
Smith asked. 

"Good herbs?" Ray Walters frowned. 

After thinking for a moment, he said, "Mr. Smith, you can try the auction house 
in South City. I heard a hundred-year-old knotweed was auctioned off last 
month." 

"Auction house?" Ethan Smith raised his eyebrows. 

He thought for a while and said, "Okay, I got it." 

With ten million dollars at his disposal, Ethan Smith could give the auction 
house a try. 

The Soul Nourishment Pill had low requirements for the alchemy process and 
herbs, so Ethan Smith could produce them in large quantities. 

Thus, the money issue was temporarily resolved. 

In the evening. 

Ethan Smith suddenly received a call from Emily Taylor. 

Ethan Smith immediately picked up his mobile phone and walked to a quiet 
place to answer the call. 

"Miss Taylor, why did you suddenly call me?" Ethan Smith asked with a bit of 
excitement. 

Emily Taylor said, "Benjamin Hill organized some kind of business gathering, 
he invited me to attend, but I don't really want to go. Why don't you go instead 
of me?" 



"Me?" Ethan Smith was startled, and a hint of confusion flashed through his 
mind. 

He didn't like Benjamin Hill at all; let alone attend the gathering, even seeing 
him made Ethan Smith feel annoyed. 

"What, are you scared?" Emily Taylor joked when she saw Ethan Smith didn't 
say anything. 

Ethan Smith replied with a bitter smile, "Of course not, it's just that..." 

"Are you going to refuse the first test?" Emily Taylor playfully said on the other 
end of the phone. 

"Test?" Upon hearing that phrase, Ethan Smith immediately agreed, "Okay, I'll 
go! Tell me the time and location!" 

Emily Taylor laughed, "Seven o'clock tonight, Riverside Villa." 

"Alright, I'll be there on time!" Ethan Smith promised. 

Since it was a test, Ethan Smith would not let Emily Taylor down! 

Moreover... Ethan Smith was quite interested to see what kind of tricks these 
so-called big shots had up their sleeves. 

In the evening, Ethan Smith hailed a taxi and headed for the Riverside Villa. 

The Riverside Villa was located in the suburbs with a beautiful environment. In 
front of the villa, there was a long, flowing river. 

When Ethan Smith arrived, the place was already packed with people. 

It was called a business gathering, but in reality, it was more like a wine party. 

Various luxury cars and sports cars were parked at the entrance, including 
Lamborghinis, Ferraris, Bentleys, and Rolls-Royces. 

Ethan Smith's taxi looked out of place among them. 

"Hmm?" The moment he got out of the cab, Ethan Smith raised his eyebrows 
and his eyes filled with excitement. 

Because he was surprised to find that the spiritual qi here was extremely 
abundant! It was even more abundant than at the foot of the mountain! 

"This really is a nice place." Ethan Smith took a deep breath, his excitement 
growing on his face. 

At this time, the party inside the villa had already started, with countless 
scantily-clad girls dancing wildly. 



 


